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MAN PROFIDRIVE®
WE TRAIN THE FUTURE.
The focus of companies, fleet operators, fleet managers and drivers in their daily working environment is

increasingly on competitiveness, economic efficiency and safety. Attention is no longer concentrated exclusively on the new technical features of a vehicle. Instead, qualified further training of drivers is seen as a

decisive measure for cost reduction. Equal contributions to a positive operating result are made both by

employees who have perfect control over their vehicle, who have received in-depth instruction on the new

technical features and know how to use these to the best possible effect, and also by employees who have
mastered a careful and safe driving style and know how to avoid risks in traffic, thereby increasing safety,

reducing fuel consumption and cutting the costs for wear and tear. In addition, driver absences due to illness
can be minimised by suitable training measures. MAN ProfiDrive® contributes its expertise to provide comprehensive support to companies, fleet operators, fleet managers and drivers in more than 67 countries

COMPETITIVENESS.
ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY.
SAFETY.
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MAN ProfiDriveⓇ

worldwide. MAN ProfiDrive® has continuously improved and expanded its training portfolio on the basis of

daily interaction with its customers. Today, customer-specific training for niche markets is just as much a part
of the MAN ProfiDrive® training offering as advanced professional driver training in accordance with the law
on professional driver qualification (BKrFQG).
MAN Truck & Bus AG
MAN ProfiDrive®

Am Lenzenfleck 4

85737 Ismaning, Germany
Tel.: +49 89 96 97 87 0
profidrive@man.eu

www.profidrive.man
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MAKE TRANSPORT PROS
EVEN MORE PROFESSIONAL.

PASSENGER TRANSPORT –
MAXIMUM RESPONSIBILITY.

Driving a truck is definitely one of the toughest jobs around. And the job isn't getting any easier. In the

Safety has top priority. Always, everywhere. This applies in particular when people are directly affected.

have to be optimally trained, always up to date on current regulations and act in an economically respon-

technologies, but equally laws, guidelines and directives are continually redefining the requirements

MAN ProfiDrive® truck

past, driving skills and a road map were enough but nowadays the requirements are far greater. Drivers
sible manner. And that is exactly what MAN ProfiDrive® does: make pros even more professional.

MAN ProfiDrive® bus

The focus in the passenger-transport sector is thus on maximum safety and its enhancement. Innovative
concerning safety and efficiency. And that is exactly what poses repeated, very special challenges to professional truck drivers, bus drivers and driving instructors.

Economical driving

Economical driving

Economical driving is by no means to be understood as slow and thus time-consuming driving. Our

Economical driving is by no means to be understood as slow and thus time-consuming driving. Our

It's always the smartness of the combination that makes individual parts into intelligent solutions.

trainers show your drivers how to improve efficiency in daily operation with an anticipatory style of driving
and optimal utilisation of the available technology. We aim at fuel savings of up to 10%.

It's always the smartness of the combination that makes individual parts into intelligent solutions.

trainers show your drivers how to improve efficiency in daily operation with an anticipatory style of driving
and optimal utilisation of the available technology. We aim at fuel savings of up to 10%, irrespective of
whether it's a city bus, an intercity bus or a touring coach.

Economically efficient management

Safety training

tors and fleet managers to help them manage their transport or logistics company with maximum

to offer the passengers maximum safety at all times. Practical exercises help drivers to react correctly in

MAN

ProfiDrive®

offers practically-oriented training for managers such as company owners, fleet opera-

economic efficiency.

MAN ProfiDrive® bus training courses focus on mastering the vehicle with confidence in order to be able

critical situations, such as braking in corners or avoiding unexpected obstacles. The fundamentals of the
safety rules, behaviour in emergencies and detailed instruction with regard to road and environmental
safety, crime, service provision and health at the workplace round off our program.
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AND THE BEST OF A
GOOD THING?

One can become even better.

TCO BENEFITS AND SAVINGS POTENTIALS
THANKS TO MAN PROFIDRIVE®.

MAN ProfiDrive® offers a comprehensive range of training courses on topics relating to driving behav-

Overhead costs 18%

iour, driving safety and economical driving for truck and bus drivers. The range of courses on offer
includes both advanced theoretical training based on the law on professional driver qualification

Write-offs 10%

(BKrFQG) as well as professional, practically orientated training, to make the daily job of the driver
even safer and more economical.

Vehicle insurance 6%

Further special training courses for fleet managers, persons responsible for vehicle handover, driving

Maintenance and repair 5%

instructors and experts as well as special off-road and heavy-duty transport training courses all have
the same object: greater economy with safety.

Company owners, fleet operators and fleet managers can benefit from practically-oriented training
measures and learn about the many different possibilities for managing their transport or logistics

MAN

ProfiDrive®

Salaries 26%

Toll fees 2%
Interest 2%

company with maximum economic efficiency.

Tyres 1%
Fuel 30%
Savings potential of up to 10%!

Example of cost distribution for a TGX 18.440 4×2 over a period of four years with an annual mileage of 150,000 km in long-haul transport.
The distribution of the TCO may differ depending on the country, type of vehicle and type of operation.
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MAN Truck & Bus AG
Postfach 50 06 20
80976 München, Germany
www.profidrive.man
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